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Greetings! 

Let us speak again of the realm of infinite possibilities.  And let us illustrate this 

with a simple Earth example. 

When you finish this meeting, you generally walk towards the tea-table, and there 

is an array of food laid out for you.  You have so many options. You first decide 

whether to approach the tea-table directly, or go elsewhere.  If you choose to go 

towards the tea-table, you then choose a selection of items to put onto your plates.  

As you do this, yet another field of possibilities opens up, as you have the option of 

so many people with whom to converse.   

You may choose to chat with a particular person.  Another field of possibilities 

opens up, in which you choose what to say to that person.  If she asks you a 

question, you instantly enter another field of possibilities, from which you choose 

how to answer the question, and what tone of voice to use, and so on.  

You live in a world of infinite possibilities. And moment to moment, you make 

split decisions about how to walk, talk, behave, think, act and breathe. 

The way we breathe? 

Are you aware that you do not ever breathe in an even manner, moment to 

moment?  We are not referring to panting, for example, when you are running or 

when you are scared.  This naturally happens.  But we are speaking of the split- 

second differences in the way you breathe, which are subtly governed by the 

moment-to-moment choices you make, and the consequent energies that flow 

through your bodies. 



The field of infinite possibilities is a field that exists around you, offering you the 

opportunity to explore any possibility, at any given moment.  But this is governed 

by the energy field that you emit from deep within your structure. 

Let us assume that two people are sitting in a room at the same time and are being 

interviewed by a panel for the same job. Yet one gets the job, and the other does 

not. 

Each has created almost the same set of possibilities, yet each one emits a different 

energy.  Now, depending on the energy being emitted by the applicants in 

conjunction with the interviewers’ energies, one person gets the job, and the other 

doesn’t. 

Please do not view the unsuccessful applicant as ‘the loser’.  This person has 

assessed his field of infinite possibilities, and has chosen to actually reduce his 

vibrations and not get the job.  This decision has been made by him quite 

specifically, as he either feels that the job would not be appropriate for his future 

growth, or else he needs the experience of failure for personal growth.  He 

therefore shifts within the field of infinite possibilities, choosing a course that 

makes him release that job opportunity. 

Nothing is random. Nothing. 

A person who appears to fail time and time again has actually created this in the 

field of infinite possibilities, for personal growth.  He has neither been ‘struck 

down with bad luck’, nor is he experiencing punishing karma.   

So if you choose to grow through the experience of failure, and you do not awaken 

soon, you simply give yourself harsher and harsher lessons till it becomes 

impossible to ignore them. 

This field of Infinite Possibilities is the fabric of the Universe.  It is what your 

scientists call “Dark Matter”.  And it flows through every part of the Universe. 

On Earth, because you have a third-dimensional structure and work with free will, 

you tend to play with this field much more than a higher-vibrational being would. 

Had you, for example, incarnated into a Universal society in which you had an 

energy body, and were able to tap into the Universal web of knowledge and 



wisdom,   you would use the field of infinite possibilities to a much lesser degree.  

This is because it would be such an integral part of you, that you would be able to 

create a desired outcome at will.  And you would not need to experience extreme 

possibilities for your growth; you would inherently be ‘on track’. 

Earth beings are offered the use of this field for joyous growth and experience.  It 

is like a wonderful buffet spread out before you.  Taste the exotic dishes in front of 

you.  Find out which foods suit you, and which do not. 

The one thing detrimental to the field of infinite possibilities is doubt and lack of 

self-worth. 

And yet, paradoxically, these very qualities help you use the field of infinite 

possibilities very successfully, to create that which you don’t really want. 

How often have you said, “I can’t do it”? How often have you felt “I don’t deserve 

it”?  Don’t you often think “How could I possibly be worthy of so much success 

and abundance” ? 

Let us examine the first statement: I can’t do it. 

Interestingly enough, the moment you make the statement “I can’t do it”, you have 

very strongly exercised the field of infinite possibilities and instantly created 

failure. 

When you have, in the past, said “I can’t do it”, have you then ever been able to 

do it?  No!  See how strongly you have manifested that particular outcome? 

If this is the case, how about manifesting “I can!” equally successfully? Change 

course, and say “I choose to create… in my life. It is perfect for me. I deserve it.”  

Why is it so easy for us to manifest things in a so-called ‘negative’ way? 

This is due to years, centuries, of self-deprecating human conditioning.  The 

frequency of self-negation is much higher than that of self-acknowledgment and 

self-appreciation. On Earth, for thousands of years, you have been conditioned to 

believe “I am small”, “I am unworthy”, “I deserve pain and punishment”, “My 

growth can only happen through suffering” and so on.  Your mental and cellular 

conditioning. 



These kinds of energies are therefore more comforting and familiar to you, even if 

you don’t really think that way anymore.  We ask you to acknowledge this 

conditioning, and to now choose to change it.  

The ‘doubt’ you spoke of is generally coupled with fear, isn’t it? 

Always.  Fear is a very important force on Planet Earth.  Though it has its place, 

and is of great use, it has also been distorted into a means of control.  

We have spoken of Fear before, but it bears repetition. Fear is not a bad word. It 

can be your best friend. A modicum of fear is necessary to keep you balanced and 

functional on Earth, but it is not intended to control your life. 

Think about this practically. If you had no fear whatsoever, you would plunge into 

shark-infested waters for a casual swim, and probably get eaten alive. If you had 

no fear, you would choose to leap from one building terrace to another instead of 

using a more cautious method of visiting a friend, and would probably plunge to 

your death.  Without fear, you would think and act in an irrational and 

irresponsible manner, and never grow. Without fear, you would end your life-span 

before completing the experiences you desire on Earth.  

So Fear is necessary to give you a cautionary warning, to keep you in balance 

and in check, and to urge you to think and act in a manner that serves your 

personal growth.  But it is not intended to paralyze you or control you. 

Fear helps you discern what is appropriate for the self, and what is not.  Your very 

survival instinct is based on fear. 

Isn’t pain necessary for growth?  It’s only when a child puts his hand into the fire 

that he learns that fire burns… 

Pain has become a necessary part of Planet Earth’s evolution, but it was never 

intended to be so.  The Universe is not a punishing one, and you do not have to 

learn and grow through pain.  But the Universe is a tolerant one, and allows you 

your choice of instruction. 

In a more evolved society, a child would not need to figuratively ‘put his hand into 

the fire’; he would energetically know that this is not appropriate for the self, and 

would never do so. 



Look at the evolution of your own culture.  In the past, many Earthly societies 

burned people at the stake, in order to ‘purify their souls’.  Now you have learned 

better. 

Though you still use pain as a means of growth and evolution on Earth, we assure 

you that you can choose to evolve through joy even more successfully. 

So that means that both fear and guilt have a good side to them? 

Indeed.   Guilt is simply an alarm clock, informing you that you have come to a 

boundary of your own making, and urging you to re-examine it.  You are then 

meant to either stay within the boundary, if it suits you, or to change the boundary 

itself.  But what most people do is keep crossing the boundary and then the alarm 

clock keeps on ringing and ringing. 

Are guilt and conscience the same thing? 

Guilt urges you to examine your boundaries and structures, and helps you touch 

your conscience.  Your conscience is an inner guide, telling you what fits with you, 

and what doesn’t.  So guilt helps activate the conscience. 

This field of infinite possibilities is now being heightened during this year.  With 

the new frequencies being drawn to Planet Earth, in conjunction with the theme of 

Feminine Empowerment, the field of infinite possibilities is now vibrating at a very 

high frequency.  Since you are also vibrating at a very high frequency as well, you 

activate the field even further, thereby creating that many more opportunities for 

the self. 

Again, we urge you to understand this by examining what is around you right now.  

Today’s school or college student has such a vast array of course options open to 

him, as compared to the past.  And even if he selects a particular course of study, 

he now has so many ways in which to approach it.  He now has the internet, which 

gives him another set of infinite possibilities. 

So you now have so many choices from which to choose.  You are no longer 

bound by old thought patterns, old structures and belief systems.  The field is alive 

and active.  But because of your self-doubt and your lack of self-empowerment, 

you don’t use it to your benefit.  We urge you to do so. Use it.  



How?   

Each to his own.  But a generalization would be to sit quietly for a few moments.  

Attach your conscious mind to this field, which flows within and around you.  

Acknowledge it exists, and that you are worthy of utilizing it to the maximum.  

Choose to create, and then proceed.  Use it to modify your body shape, your health, 

your mental abilities, your physical capabilities, and so on. 

He has already spoken of changing your physical structure. (Note: Prior to the 

meeting, Sohrab shared with the group a little exercise given by Poona group 

member N.  She had suggested that you sit and see yourself in front of you, in the 

perfect shape, size and state of health you want.  You energize this aspect and then 

‘move into it’; look back at the current self, and bless it for having created the new 

‘you’.  This should be done repeatedly, till it actually manifests.) 

Let us now speak of a situation which has trapped you for many years.  A stubborn 

court-case, for example, or an extended business problem. 

First activate the field of infinite possibilities in your structure.  Then invite the 

situation into your field. If it is a court-case, invite the lawyers and judges, your 

opponents and everyone else involved with it into your energy field.  Invite in to 

your field the law court itself.  Then bathe yourself and all others in your field of 

infinite possibilities, and urge the situation itself to move into a new and expanded 

vibration. 

Now, if you are involved in a court-case, you obviously would like to ‘win’ it.  But 

we would suggest that you do not give it that singular focus. Instead, invite all 

involved to benefit from the situation, and urge them all into a higher level of 

vibration. 

Learn to do this for the self first.  Start with aspects you desire to shift in your own 

structure: health, body shape, personality traits, belief systems, thought patterns, 

modes of behavior, and so on.  Only then extend it outward to a situation or an 

event involving several people. 

Yes, doubt is going to arise.  But every time it arises, acknowledge that moment of 

doubt, and choose to go beyond it. 



If there is a problem between me and another, and I invite him into my field of 

infinite possibilities, aren’t I interfering with his choice and growth? 

No you are not, because if you get the thought to put that person in your field, he 

desires to be there.  And he would, as you are not ‘bending him to your will’, but 

are instead urging him into further expansion. 

Sometimes, if doubt comes in, is it ‘not meant to be’? 

This, dear friend, is ‘old energy’ thinking.  And she has very kindly voiced this for 

all of you.  This is a convenient way of justifying your doubt.  If the thought comes 

to you in a clear, balanced and precise way, it is right for you and for the other.  It 

is your choice.  And it must bear fruit.  The outcome may not be exactly the way 

you envisaged it, but it must turn out perfectly for the entire group for whom you 

are working. 

Babies and young children use the field of infinite possibilities easily, fluidly and 

at all times. They don’t know how not to use it; but with conditioning, they tend to 

lose this fluency as they grow up. 

Now you may wonder how a baby can manifest with this field, particularly when it 

appears to have been abused or abandoned.  Let us assure you that the child is very 

much in connect with the higher soul, working with it in perfect unison to create 

what is perfect for its growth and evolution, even if this is mutilation or death. 

In fact, this field of infinite possibilities is used to the maximum up to the age of 3.  

And at the other end of the spectrum, it kicks in again in old age, particularly when 

the person’s mental faculties appear to be fading. 

Are people who are criminals also using the field of infinite possibilities? 

Most certainly, dear friend.  These people are deliberately choosing these 

experiences not only for personal growth, but also to offer growth to those around 

them. 

What happens if you create something and then don’t like it? 

Then you change it, using the very same field, in the moment.   



Dear friends, you are now living in an era where there really are no ‘mistakes’.  

Everything is an experience, chosen in the moment.  And the next moment, you 

can choose something else.  But every choice, and every moment, brings with it 

pure experience, and therefore pure growth. 

In the past, when the frequencies of the human race were lower, you did have a 

general life-course that you had set out for the self before incarnating.  And when 

you wandered off-course, you would try to bring yourself back onto your chosen 

path. 

In the current era, there is no set life-course, and you are now free to explore the 

incarnation as you so choose, moment to moment.  You still do set down some 

approximate directional ‘markers’ to follow; but in general, the exploration is wide 

open and purely creative.  This wouldn’t have been applicable even 5-6 years ago, 

but now you are ready for it. 

But sometimes mistakes do create opportunities for growth… 

Yes, but you are still viewing them as ‘mistakes’.  They are now growth 

experiences. 

Dear friends, we will continue this discussion at a future date.  Digest what we 

have given you, and start consciously playing with the field of infinite possibilities. 

And remember, when you repeatedly say “I can’t”, you are simply manifesting that 

aspect very strongly. 

If you drop the ‘t’, it becomes “I can”! 

Precisely! 

YOU ARE IN THE LIGHT AND EMBRACE OF A UNIVERSAL FRIEND. 

                                ********************************* 

 


